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Newsletter 2181
The Festive season is on the way and with it the Xmas run. This year Uncle Bee
is organising it and will be collecting Rm 50 from all expatriate members
and Christians. Please try to remember that the Chinese put on a magnificent
evening for Chinese New year, the Indians put on a fantastic evening for
Deepavali. Remember that Christmas is a time for giving and try to be
generous even if you cannot make the run which is Dec 19th.

GM’s Note:
Run Site- Bee Gallery
GM’s Note
Hash must be the only sport in the World where participants rush to the run-sites whether it is raining heavily
or stinking hot. That is where we found ourselves on Thursday, fully knowing the rain would pee down any
minute. Sai Seng and James@Silent Man had stepped in once again to the rescue of a hare, whose this time

was away in KL, and set the run for them. Off we went in the rain with the assurance of torches and phones in
our packs.
I struggled from the start and just going up the first bit (after the little bridge) was a major effort as the
ground, soft from the rains and slippery from the feet of the FRBs in front, made it very difficult for me to get
any foothold at all to get myself up. Eventually with help from Akz Hole I made the trail and we started after
the others!
Further up we saw that the paper went off to the left and down. AH asked if I was up to doing the run and so
on we went thinking it couldn’t be that bad especially as it was a Thursday evening! How wrong we were!! I
should have turned back after the 3rd fall I had!! My clothes were filthy from the sliding down but we
continued on, skirting the hill until finally we hit the first ridge. Suaran had long since turned back but we met
up with Philip and the three of us continued thinking the worst must be behind us!! How wrong we were
AGAIN!!!
Recovering our collected breaths we recognised the ridge and AH said we had to go down and up the other
side and just hoped we didn’t have to climb the rocks!! Down we went alright, very fast and on our bums as
we slid once more from top to bottom!! By this time I was thinking of many different and slow ways of getting
even with Sai Seng and James!!!!!!
We dragged ourselves slowly, slowly up the hill, as the darkness was now thick, black and shrouded in mist.
Slip-sliding one pace forward 2 back in places or in AH’s case about a 30 metre slide back down the hill,
fortunately hitting a tree with his feet to stop his descent. Up through the rocks picking our way and then
horror of horrors we couldn’t find the paper. Looking right and left all we could find was some old paper from
other Chapters but none of ours!
The teeming rain added to our discomfort but we realised that we had no alternative but to go to the top and
hit the ridge pathways to get home and so upwards we really struggled once more until finally we were on the
top. Once again we found other Chapter papers and after a brief recce AH found the right trail and on down
we went.
It was a long and slippery on down but at least we knew where we were going! We were very tired and very
muddy when we finally exited the tracks and made it back to the run-site. It was 9pm by this time and a
relieved Sai Seng welcomed us back as did the assembled pack with a chorus of “Why were they born so
beautiful”.
Looking back it was a good run which would have been great on a drier day but the weather had conspired
this day to turn it into a very arduous mud crawl!!
I was so tired that I didn’t eat immediately when I got back and we had the circle instead. After that I ate but I
don’t really remember what but it tasted good and I thank Datin Choo for providing a welcome repast on
behalf of the missing Hare!

Circle:
1. First on ice was Samy. The GM grilled him on why he didn’t turn up the previous week or at least let us
know his problem and we could have made other arrangements. A duly admonished Samy apologised
and promised to do so if it ever happened again.
2. The GM then called Goodyear and Money Manfred to the ice. There were comments of racing,
machoism, short cutting and so on, all vehemently denied by the two but the GM kept them sitting

there perhaps as a punishment for them saying it only took them an hour when it took the GM 3
hours!!
3. Sai Seng was called out to receive grateful thanks for helping out once again (James too by the way
but he was busy taking photos).
4. Sperm Whale then put Tiny on ice as it was her 70th birthday the previous Monday. A round of “Happy
Birthday” ensued. How marvellous that Tiny still beats 99% of the pack on any run. Goes to show that
age is but a number after all!! Happy Birthday Tiny!
5. It was Sai Seng’s day as he was once again called to the ice to take thanks on behalf of the Hare for a
good (but muddy) run and good food.
6. The last icing of the evening was a belated one carried over from the previous week as Tiny was given
her due thanks for her hosting on that day.

With that the circle was closed, food eaten, drinks imbibed and chat recommenced. All the while the rain peed
down but didn’t dampen the spirit of the evening. Thanks one and all.
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**** Next Run ****
Run 2180 -21st November 2013 – Sai Seng–
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Samantha Teoh
Wan Lyn
Christmas Run
Silent Man
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Kiss Me
Big Willy
Mike Maquire
Viking
CNY Run
Rough Rider
Lyna
Polish Piper

Info Centre Youth Park
Shop Lots TAR College
Pantai Shamrock

This week Birthday greetings go to:

Johnny Lee

Sai Seng

Michael Longhair

Hot Lips
Happy Birthday to you!!!!!

Invitation runs:
December 2013
6-8 December 2013 Royal Selangor Club 3H – Diamond Jubilee
Reg: RM 150 until 31/3/13. RM200 until 30/6/13. RM250 after that. No guarantee of
freebies after 1/10/13. Go to: http://www.rschhhdiamondrun2013.com

February 2014
Seberang Perai 4H 12th Anniversary 22nd February 2014
Registration 1500 hrs. Run 1700 hrs. Cost Rm80
Venue Kim Mah Restaurant Bkt Tambun Seberang Perai
Closing date Nov 30th 2013 (NB. Limited Invitation so get in early to avoid
disappointment)
March 2014
Interhash 2014 March 13th-16th 2014 Hainan Island, China
http://www.hainaninterhash2014.com
July 2014
10th Malaysian Nash Hash 11-13 July 2014
Hosted by the Sibu Hash House Harriers in Sibu, Sarawak.
See: www.malaysiannashhash2014.com

Funnies

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold
the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that
may happen to you.

